The sperm nuclear matrix is required for paternal DNA replication.
The mammalian sperm nucleus provides an excellent model for studying the relationship between the formation of nuclear structure and the initiation of DNA replication. We previously demonstrated that mammalian sperm nuclei contain a nuclear matrix that organizes the DNA into loop domains in a manner similar to that of somatic cells. In this study, we tested the minimal components of the sperm nucleus that are necessary for the formation of the male pronucleus and for the initiation of DNA synthesis. We extracted mouse sperm nuclei with high salt and dithiothreitol to remove the protamines in order to form nuclear halos. These were then treated with either restriction endonucleases to release the DNA not directly associated with the nuclear matrix or with DNAse I to digest all the DNA. The treated sperm nuclei were injected into oocytes, and the paternal pronuclear formation and DNA synthesis was monitored. We found that restriction digested sperm nuclear halos were capable of forming paternal pronuclei and initiating DNA synthesis. However, when isolated mouse sperm DNA or sperm DNA reconstituted with the nuclear matrices were injected into oocytes, no paternal pronuclear formation or DNA synthesis was observed. These data suggest that the in situ nuclear matrix attachment organization of sperm DNA is required for mouse paternal pronuclear DNA synthesis.